
Hanover County Special Education Advisory Committee (SEAC) 
October 1, 2018  

Minutes 
Members Present
Hank Foley 
Jennifer Lee* 
Amy Newby 
Candice Ramsey 
Jennifer Robinson 

Alexa Rountree 
Bethany Sizemore* 
Christie Sumner 
Allison Thurman* 
Robert Todd 

Terese Urban 
Regina Hodges* 
Corey Allen, staff 

*denotes present for Leads meeting (6:30-7 p.m. EST)

Absent: Kim Fennelly, Jaime Goodloe, Chris Goodloe, Laura Lunsford, Lisa Lunsford, Aleisha Miles, 
Jennifer Rice, Caroline Kistler 

Consultants Present
Karen Akom 
Jennifer Greif 
Megan Astroski 
Marla Coleman 

Sue Jeantheau 
Kelly Jones 
Kristen Wilken 
Lauran Zeigler 

Absent: Stuart Bernstein, Diane Brown, Christina Finke, Charles Stevens, Shellie Waldron (changed pos 
w/in HCPS) 

Members of the Public Present 
Carol Kurz, Hanover County parent 
Aryn Gentry, Hanover County parent 
Solitia Wilson, Hanover County ESCE Teacher 
Nicole Rossi, Hanover County parent 
Michael Olex, Hanover County parent 

Call to Order  
Meeting called to order at 7:03 p.m. EST. 

Quick introductions - name and role on SEAC 

Allison: Introduced Dr. Hendricks for Preschool Inclusive Education 

Presentation: Dr. Dawn Hendricks, Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) 
Started out as an elementary teacher; taught in the 90s, back when it just become a federal disability 
category. Fell in love with students living with autism and intensive learning needs. Worked at a private 
school (best thing for her career) because she learned so much. Next best thing, left it and took 
information into pubic school arena. Worked in higher education, then VDOE. Worked as a private 
consultant for a number of years as a child and family advocate. Now in a very different role (just had 
3rd anniversary), still feels new. Working to increase inclusive practices in the context of early 
education. EE is complicated and different from K-12 - so many nuances. 

Presentation uploaded to 2018-2019 Google drive 

Child count every December 1st, so latest data is almost one year old. 
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Data: 

● Children ages 2-5 with IEPs
● VA is only state to serve 2 year olds in part B services in school divisions (most states serve in

Part C - early intervention).
● All of these ages have different needs - many challenges for teachers.
● 2016 to 2017 → 500 gap (800 year before)
● Increases: speech language impairments, autism, developmental delay
● 928 2 year olds in the state served (usually under 1,000 - 800-1,000 range)

VDOE supports the definition of inclusion provided by the USDHHS and USDOE (3 bullets) 
● Referencing guidelines (handout) - INSERT LINK HERE
● For high quality inclusion, need access (HeadStart, VA Preschool Initiatives), participation (a

sense of belonging/part of the room), supports (two fold → systems level from leadership and
classroom accommodations)

Research FACTS 
● high quality inclusion benefits ALL children

○ higher social emotional development, more integration into community, cognitive gains
- research not well-developed yet but exists)

○ peers are more sensitive, appreciate diversity more
● families of children with and w/o disabilities generally have positive views of inclusion
● legal foundation - IDEA Act requires continuum for placement activities (least restrictive

educational environment)
● Guidelines: preschool not mentioned a lot but are included

Why is inclusion in early childhood unique? 
● Early childhood programs that offer opportunities for inclusion are less readily available than for

K-12 students
● Programs may differ based on the child’s age, particularly for two and three year olds

○ VPI for 4 year olds at risk (mostly surrounding socioeconomic status but others such as
homelessness)

○ three school divisions in entire state that offers inclusive education for 2 year olds
■ what’s appropriate for 2 year olds? it is complicated because they are very

young
● programs for preschooler may be in settings outside of the public schools (e.g., HeadStart, child

care, community preschool programs)
○ special education is a service, not a place, so they can be served in a variety of settings
○ Does HCPS provide the grant for HeadStart? Kristen Wilken: Yes, we house it and own it.
○ This creates complications because we are using the entire community

Educational environments where preschool children with disabilities can be placed 
● regular childhood program (50% or more of children with disabilities; child has to be a

participant)
● separate class (self-contained)
● separate school
● residential program
● home (viable option but differently viewed option for preschool vs. K-12)
● service provider location (e.g., speech therapist’s office)

Contexts 
● all listed in the guidelines document
● public school programs
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○ VPI (state-funded): serves 18-20,000 children/year (about 90% of school divisions have it

because locality has to match the state funds) *4 year olds only
○ Preschool funded by Title I (at risk)
○ Neither VPI nor Title I cover everything needed to provide services for students
○ Preschool funded by local funds
○ HeadStart operated by the public school
○ Occupational child care programs (high school programs that teach students to work in

careers in child care)
● HeadStart

○ operated by a community agency
○ This may serve 3 year olds if VPI serves 4 year olds; structure depends and varies

● community-based entities
○ private preschool
○ non-profit preschool for children from low-income families
○ child care
○ can we serve children who have identified disabilities and IEPs in their preschool?

● Looking at this from a systems-level, are we maximizing our opportunities?
○ Example: HeadStart, are children with IEPs there? are suspected disabilities referred

timely?
○ have to be strategic because there are 20,000 children

● Kristen Wilken: Is there a cap? Dawn: No, but there is common sense. I get this question a lot.
50% with and 50% without is not an optimal ration (don’t have ratios on reverse inclusion). Have
to take safety and care/support into account. Are we meeting the needs of the IEP? That’s
where the common sense comes into play.

Models 
● individual teacher

○ dual certification in both ECSE and EC (prek-3 or prek-6)
○ promoting this model heavily throughout the state; makes a lot of sense
○ knowledge and skill set of that teacher who can serve children with and without

disabilities
○ VA doesn’t offer a dual licensure (NC does) so must obtain a master’s in one and a

certificate in the other
● co-teaching model of collaboration

○ two teachers (1 endorsed in ECSE and 1 in prek-3 or 6)
○ downside: more expensive, can’t necessarily serve more kids
○ some school divisions use this model at both K-12 and preschool levels (not most

popular)
● itinerant

○ teacher doesn’t have a home base; goes into different settings (VPI, HeadStart, Title I,
community-based preschool, home) and delivers both services

○ also promoting this model b/c it’s strong (children already in community-based settings
and home might be more appropriate, especially if they’re very young)

● Reverse inclusion
○ she is not a fan of the word or the term (wish she had changed it for the guidelines but

kept because so many know what it means)
○ take an ECSE classroom and bring peers without disabilities into classroom to make it

inclusive
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○ used heavily throughout state of VA
○ anecdotal evaluation: do I want to promote this? should the VDOE support it? she

decided it’s a win/win/win/win situation because there are 20,000 children with
disabilities!

■ great solution (child with disability, peers, community, parents) to address
inclusion in a quality manner

● child has positive experience
● peers are more compassionate
● community may not have a quality preschool or options (not enough

high quality and not enough that are affordable); smaller ratios
Indicator 6: EC environment for children with IEPs 

● 17 special education indicators; 3 have to do with EC; 1 has to do with inclusion (indicator 6)
● Target A: met and no slippage

○ 34.48% for FFY 17 (target was 34%) → met for first time this year
○ new data in December for FFY18

Guidance document (access online) 
● funding: early childhood is so complicated b/c each program has its own funding stream with its

own rules
○ addressed in guidelines
○ special workshop
○ work with school divisions to help them braid funding

● LEADS: ECSE administrators
○ website for them
○ inclusion resources
○ 2 institutes each year
○ last year, collaborative institutes with VPI and HeadStart partners (attendees had to

bring their VPI and HS partners with them) - in some cases, working together for the first
time

● Prek-12 initiative
○ asked to apply for a small grant; had to demonstrate what they were doing in ECI
○ working to get video submissions online (very soon)
○ preschool program applicants (4)

● Showcase Pre-K in VA
○ VPI+ grant: different school div highlighted for different quality elements (ex: instruction

in social emotional development)
■ Giles County → inclusive practices in county (can visit and view - she can share

how to access this info if interested)
● ECE leaders community of learning for inclusive programs

○ Barbara Smith and Erin Barton led this
○ focus on systems-level change and how to break funds

● IPOP (TA model) Inclusive Placement Opportunities for Preschoolers
○ 5 training and technical assistance centers throughout the state with an intensive focus

on inclusion
● VCU Autism Center for

○ Project PASS
○ inclusion for children with autism and more significant learning needs
○ Content and PD-model with a lot of coaching for teachers
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90% of child’s brain developed by age 5 

Questions 
● Hank Foley: mentioned cost, but what’s the cost between a 2 and a 12 year old (average kids) -

to educate them for a year?
● Dawn: VPI provides $3800 per child and then a local match (typically not enough) for preschool-

aged child without a disability (requires $6900 in VA; other states saying as much as $14k;
varies)

● Jennifer Robinson: Moved from St. Louis, had children who were typically developing enrolled in
reverse inclusion and they paid a reduced rate. Does VA offer that?

● Dawn: did not provide guidance; up to school division and attorney - don’t want to get into
transportation, snacks, field trips, etc. Leave that up to the local level to assess need. She
doesn’t know of any that are free for students without disabilities.

● Hank Foley: imagine you have a reasonable magic wand that provides tens of millions of
dollars...what would you implement?

● Dawn: universal preschool - environments for all children. Children with disabilities to have an
equal place at the table. Governor is pro-EC and just hired a school readiness chief officer who
uses the word “relentless” and “forgiving” because she has to move fast. Over next 4 years,
looking at quality of EC programs, she will work hard.

● Michael Olex: Reverse inclusion. Going into kids’ classrooms and introducing disabilities. Is it
talked about with the typical kids?

● Dawn: case by case situation that takes into account family’s wishes and the nature of the
disability. Sometimes use children’s books to facilitate conversations if parents desire or give
blessing.

● Michael Olex: Kids don’t seem to really don’t care about a disability; much more accepting. Now
in 5th grade, they’re more questioning vs. K-2 they’re nonchalant.

● Jennifer Robinson: I agree with inclusion, but we have a child with global apraxia. Being in a
close classroom, division offered a specialized classroom just for apraxia. Do school systems
offer this? Felt like this made a huge difference in helping him get off his IEP.

● Dawn: Varies in state. Will not say all children should be included all the time. We can improve
how many children with disabilities are educated in least restrictive environment.

● Kristen Wilken: HCPS does not have apraxia classrooms but have other classrooms specific to
disability categories; will talk more about that in Director’s Report

● Allison Thurman: Was there a (VDOE) Superintendent’s memo that came out on least restrictive
environment for private placements (paid by the parents and the child is not receiving services
from the school in the private placement) outside school and it “counting” as LRE?

● Dawn: OSEP says children with disabilities should be in these various environments, so there is
different guidance for preschool aged students. If a parent is already paying for a preschool
situation, and it’s going well, don’t pull them out. Instead, look at the itinerant model. With
indicator 6, want to make sure state data is consistent. I have put together a lot on training and
resources on firming up definition, collecting and reporting data so it’s consistent. OSEP
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guidance - at IEP meeting, when to determine if in an EC program, someone ask parent if child in 
an regular EC program and gather nature of program. That counts toward data point. 

● Allison Thurman: Is there guidance on children in preschool being served during naptime?
● Dawn: No. If look at IEP and how indicate services, nap isn’t on there (so have to account for on

IEP).

● Allison Thurman: Nationwide, inclusion drops off at Kindergarten (K). Why do you think there’s
that shift?

● Dawn: Heard that, working to prevent drop off. Preschool inclusion data not impressive, so
working on K front. If not included in preschool, chances of being included later are much lower.

Public Comment 
● Terese Urban: 8 year old is profoundly deaf; uses implants and has full-time ASL interpreter for

both visual and auditory access. ASL after-school club starting tomorrow at Beaverdam ES; 60
students have enrolled (20% of student population), not counting the faculty and staff. Proud
that the school is entertaining this idea. Daughter co-teaching club with interpreter, which will
boost her confidence in her language but also gives her peers a chance to learn her language.

○ Allison Thurman: HCPS SEAC will have a screening of The Silent Child (short movie)
during SEAC’s December business meeting.

○ Terese: Speaker, Eric Raff; showing video; composing panel. Please come.
● Robert Todd: does ASL count for foreign language for advanced diploma? Illogical.

○ Jennifer Greif: students who took ASL at JSRCC doesn’t count as a world language
because colleges aren’t accepting it.

○ Terese Urban: (House Bill) HB84- should look at
○ Kelly: Child graduated from RU and ASL was their foreign language.
○ Jennifer Greif: There is a disconnect between K-12 and higher education regarding ASL

as a foreign language.
○ Regina Hodges: Happened to her daughter (took ASL at JSRCC but JMU wouldn’t

accept).
○ Jennifer Greif: Need to survey top VA universities and see if there’s a shift with the

foreign language requirement.
○ Allison: HCPS SEAC ay want to look at including the recommendation in the annual

report to HCPS School Board → perhaps have ASL count as a FL
○ Jennifer Greif: If SEAC makes the recommendation, SEAC should also look at how HCPS

should endorse the ASL teachers (e.g., re there college programs to endorse ASL
teachers?). HCPS needs to be able to hire teachers to teach.

Review and approval of September 2018 Minutes 
Errors 

● Regina missing
● Cory Allen: add asterisk

Can’t use PowerPoint file as a record of what was presented (for accessibility reasons for screen readers) 
Motion made by Regina Hodges, seconded by Christie Sumners, and duly passed to approve the 
September 2018 SEAC minutes.  

Directors Report, October 2018 
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● SEAC’s annual announcement (ad) was in Mechanicsville Local and on PRC Facebook
● Laura Ziegler (subbing for Diane)
● What’s happening in Hanover (and PRC)? and the state?

○ VA IEP
■ 30+ trainings this summer for staff
■ expandable boxes on document
■ Free training for parents - Region 1 date is December 10, 2018 [flyer]

● Kristen Wilken: for critical decisions; example: SOLs, transition services,
child has opportunity to graduate or continue with services after age 22.
More education for parents and others involved in SE process.

○ Parent Survey online and open until December 14 (helpful for indicator 6)
■ how are parents notified? during meetings.
■ Kelly: low rate of response
■ Changed from paper to online recently (VDOE). Jennifer Greif offered to help

Kelly with social media and exposure.
○ Private schools

■ indicators of progress: graduation and attendance rates
■ report to General Assembly in November

○ Changes to VA Assessment Program (VAP)
■ ESSA (new no child left behind act)

● portfolio assessment not enough for children with severe disabilities
● Through 2021, same assessment. After that, dont know what it will look

like. VAAP is going to change, details TBD.
■ VSEP (3rd-12th grade)

● ESSA says this doesn’t count. Proposal to expand how students can
receive credit if they don’t take an SOL.

● PRC (Kelly)
○ Tracey Lee presenting on October 9
○ Medicaid Waivers on November 8 (Lucy Cantrell from ARC)
○ PEERS starting soon; more info on PRC website (calendar) → flyer and Google form to

RSVP (social media, Friday FYI)
● Response to Annual Report

○ Accessibility
■ SEAC Recommendation:
■ Response: request considered by the business/operations dept. Right now,

HPCS remains in ADA compliance.
○ Professional Development: Inclusive Education

■ SEAC Recommendation:
■ Response:

● ILS: SPED dept hosted teams → BIC; will be used in monthly PLC
meetings. [see picture]

● IE continue to be a topic offered to IAs through HCPS’ Paraprofessional
Institute

● ILS: SPED will investigate online course for all to introduce Summer PD
○ Technology Plan: UDL

■ SEAC Recommendation
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■ Response: district’s tech team will have SPED rep to include a member from

HCPS Assistive Technology Squad
○ Communication Campaign: Inclusive Education

■ SEAC Recommendation
■ Response: ILS: SPED will support this recommendation. Kaleidoscope of friends.
■ When will we know if school board does proclamation? Talking about it.

December
○ ECSE Services

■ SEAC Recommendation
■ Response: ILS/SPED staff is currently reviewing LRE/Indicator 6 data as well as

guidance from VDOE regarding ECSE services
○ LRE: Indicator 5

■ SEAC Recommendation
■ Response: request will be included in the budget process.

● Hanover has exceeded state targets and state performance in all three
areas (A, B, C) for past three years.

● However, HCPS identified an area for growth: including with purpose
students identified with low incidence disabilities

● Info is from March 2018 Director’s Report
● To improve Indicator 5

○ HCPS commitment to VTSS (link to doc)
○ PD
○ SOLs: adapting to needs of students (UNIQUE)
○ Generation Education First
○ AT squad
○ Continue to monitor low incidence
○ Coordinated district level planning among special education,

curriculum and instruction, and level leadership is on-going.
○ Data from child count

○ Questions from SEAC (from Allison’s email) regarding # of Students per disability
category and Indicator 5 rates for each disability category

■ 1: see slides on 5a and 5b; child count in binder
■ 2: no specific team; teams meet with school administrators; task force is

combined efforts of all
■ 3: part of IEP process
■ 4: secondary 10, elementary 48; all are corridor schools

○ Transition
■ SEAC Recommendations (3)
■ Response: Request will be included in budget process.
■ Response - PD: Transition - opps continued to be included in ILS
■ Response: secondary special education team will take on this task this school

year.
○ Overview slide

● ECSE (Kristen Wilken)
○ What is EI?

■ see website
○ What is ECSE? ages 2-5

http://hcps.us/cms/one.aspx?portalId=1251067&pageId=2621238
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■ see website

○ Data
■ House part C and B (children birth to age 5)
■ served 100-121 families with children ages 0-3
■ 166 SPED students ages 2-5 as of 12/1/17 child count

○ Is there an orientation?
■ Nothing formal. Many teachers take on this task. Like the idea - working with

Kelly to do this as a workshop.
○ timeline for desegregating the remaining 6 ECSE classrooms, which only serve students

with disabilities?
■ reviewing guidance provided by VDOE, working with ECSE staff, working

collaboratively with HS/HPI
■ EC teachers provide itinerant services

○ Indicator 6 [flowchart ref in Dawn’s presentation]
■ placement codes for children ages 0-5
■ is child attending? included? have participation?
■ 50% must be individuals without disabilities

○ what is considered a regular ECE program? reiterated from Dawn’s presentation
○ what is attending? reiterated from Dawn’s presentation. Going to lunch or specials

doesn’t count.
○ what is the plan to support students not in private daycare and students in their

“natural” environment?
■ ECSE not a childcare/daycare
■ decisions regarding placement requires IEP team and parents
■ assist daycare providers

○ why are funding streams difficult to mix? not impossible but challenging.
○ No policy for “nap” b/c it’s developmentally appropriate. Time of service determined by

IEP team.
○ IEP eligibility and appeals (no appeal process)
○ For a future report

■ Can you briefly explain the Children’s Services Act? Can you please share how
many HCPS students have outside placements (through CSA)? Can you please
share the budget that the Hanover locality contributes (i.e., 1/3 of the total
amount) for these out of district placements?

● After taking the time to quantify the costs of segregated transportation, other
Virginia school systems have reformed the way they transport students with
disabilities, often resulting in increased school services (in the home school/gen
ed environment) and reduction of non-home-based school and out-of-district
placements. Has HCPS evaluated the costs of its segregated transportation
services (if yes, when and what were the results) as well as ways to capture cost
savings in systemic change?

● Has HCPS captured and analyzed data on the behavioral/emotional costs of
students with disabilities who often have prolonged bus rides as a result of
segregated transportation?

○ Questions: None.

http://hcps.us/cms/one.aspx?portalId=1251067&pageId=2483067
Diane Brown
We aren't able to post this due to not being ADA compliant.  Let me know if I should bring handouts to next meeting.  Tx.
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Adjournment 
Motion to adjourn from Regina Hodges, seconded by Jennifer Lee. The meeting adjourned at 9:07 p.m. 
EST.  
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